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OCEANSIDE GLASSTILE MIRRORS MARKET DEMAND
Antique Mirror is set to Mesmerize.
Carlsbad, CA – Winter 2015
Oceanside Glasstile embraces Antique Mirror as the latest innovation within their
Devotion collection. 3 new colors bring a depth to the Devotion palette; welcome
to the fold Gilt, Lustre and Heirloom. Gilt offers a soft smattering of luscious gold
over a stunning silver mirror. Lustre showcases plush silvery platinum splashes
across a rich mirror backdrop. And Heirloom, true to its name, evokes nostalgia
through soft kisses of lapsed time on a truly vintage mirror application. The added
splendor that these colors bring to the table will take any residential or
commercial project soaring to the next level of design.
Made in Italy and set to mesmerize, this new addition brings our Devotion
patterns to a new height of luxe design. Antique Mirror is available in 6” x 12”
field tiles, as well as, a color option for all mosaic patterns. With 5 intricate waterjet designs and 4 traditional hand-cut styles this collection will appeal to all
audiences. In 2015 an additional water-jet pattern is being introduced to the
collection. Cathy Aroz, Design + Merchandising Visionary shares, “I felt like
Devotion needed some more organic patterns to round it out and looked to my
favorite inspiration - nature. Patterns are very relevant in the design world now as
we explore classic motifs interpreted in new ways. Lotus has a softness and ease
that works in a number of settings and has a timeless quality.”
Devotion opens the door to unlimited opportunities. From visual focal points to
private sanctuaries, this diverse collection uplifts the design conversation with
new revelations. Colors range from bold jewel tones to earth inspired neutrals
and take on 3 dimensional qualities through the layering of texture, mirror, and
iridescent surfaces. In addition, 14 color palettes have been created to help spark
the creative process. Check out the new blend tool at www.glasstile.com where
a true-to-life rendering can be achieved in all of Devotion’s patterns.
Oceanside Glasstile is a world leader in the design and production of hand
crafted glass tile. They provide unique and innovative products to the tile,
architectural and design industries, as well as consumer markets. Oceanside
Glasstile pioneered the development of glass tile products, which it markets
globally to distributors and showrooms.
For more information and to locate your nearest showroom, please visit
www.glasstile.com.

